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Project description: 

 

The GREEN IS THE COLOR project aspires to make our communities more sustainable 

and safer, both in terms of civil coexistence both environmentally. To do this, it starts 

from some concerns and needs, which were found among people who 

populate the territory of the plain around Bologna, such as environment, viability, 

sustainability, integration and safety, and it does so by deploying important 

resources: the richness of local associations on the one hand, and the existence of 

policies and projects that already exist, while they "only" need, for their fullness 

implementation, an adequate communication. The project promotes a wide 

involvement of citizens and reserves a particular attention to women, both Italian and 

foreigner, to the central role for the sustainability and safety of communities: 

women in general as bearers of good practices, and women foreigners, in particular, 

as mediators between home communities and arrival ones. 

Fundamental will be the collaboration with the partners involved and, above all, with 

the Metropolitan City of Bologna, which starting from actions foreseen in the 

Metropolitan Agenda for Sustainable Development (July 2019) supports the Union in 

its activities at the center of the present project; ‘Sustenia’, which offers its skills on 

resilience and sustainability; ‘Anci’, a co-proposer institution, with whom the Union 



normally collaborates on the issues of environmental sustainability and energy 

transition; the Villa Smeraldi Institution, which hosts the central event of the 

project, etc.  

The planned actions, in an ideal path from autumn to spring include: 

• PILLS – screenings of short informational and practical videos; 

• MEETINGS - screenings, guided visits and special focuses for different targets 

(students, associations, sport professionals and amateurs, farmers, companies); 

• MARATHON - along the Union's pedestrian and cycle paths, runners and cyclists will 

converge at Villa Smeraldi in Bentivoglio, where the Museum of Rural Life is and 

where the physical marathon will be followed by readings and testimonies from 

women and migrants; 

• GADGET - distributed during all initiatives. 

 

Partner:  

-  ANCI EMILIA-ROMAGNA (ASSOCIAZIONE REGIONALE DEI COMUNI 
DELL'EMILIA- ROMAGNA);  

-  RIOLO ASSOCIAZIONE VOLONTARI PROTEZIONE CIVILE ODV;  

-  ASS. I PEDALALENTA;  

-  A.S.D. GRUPPO PODISTICO I CAGNON;  

-  WWF BOLOGNA METROPOLITANA;  

-  IDRA SAN PIETRO IN CASALE ODV;  

-  SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA SOCIALE ABANTU;  

-  MEDINSUD;  

-  CITTÀ METROPOLITANA DI BOLOGNA;  

-  ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA AMICI DI RAOUL FOLLEREAU - AIFO;  

-  SPEED BIKE ASD;  



-  G.S. AVIS CICLISTI;  

-  O.V.P.C.;  

-  ASSOCIAZIONE ROSE ROSSE APS;  

-  MONDODONNA;  

-  CENTRO SOCIALE RICREATIVO CULTURALE FALCONE E BORSELLINO APS;  

-  COMUNITÀ SANTA MARIA DELLA VENENTA ;  

-  LA VENENTA SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA SOCIALE ONLUS ;  

-  CIRCOLO LEGAMBIENTE PIANURA NORD BOLOGNA ;  

-  FERFILÒ ;  

-  CORPO GUARDIE AMBIENTALI METROPOLITANE ODV BOLOGNA ;  

-  C.I.D.A.S. SOC. COOP. A R.L. IMPRESA SOCIALE ;  

-  UNIONE DEI COMUNI DI TERRE D'ACQUA ;  

-  ASSOCIAZIONE GENITORI RILASSATI ;  

-  SUSTENIA SRL ;  

-  INSIEME SI PUÒ FARE ;  

-  RETE GIAPP ;  

-  LAI-MOMO SOCIETÀ COOPERATIVA SOCIALE ;  

-  STATUS EQUO ;  

-  QUASI ATLETI SAN GIORGIO ;  

-  POLISPORTIVA FUNO ASD ;  

-  CENTRO SOCIALE RICREATIVO CULTURALE TREBBO APS ;  

-  CENTRO SOCIALE ENZO ANTINORI APS ;  

-  ASSOCIAZIONE THE AHMADIYYA MUSLIM JAMA'AT ITALIA ;  

-  ASP CITTÀ DI BOLOGNA;  

-  SPI CGIL;  

-  UDI - UNIONE DONNE IN ITALIA 


